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Abstract

Damage to plasma-facing components (PFCs) and structural materials during abnormal plasma behavior such as
hard disruptions, edge-localized modes (ELMs), and vertical displacement events (VDEs) is considered a serious
life-limiting concern for these components. The PFCs in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER), such as the divertor, limiter and parts of the first wall, will be subjected to high energy deposition during
these plasma instabilities. High erosion losses on material surfaces, high temperature rise in structural materials
(particularly at the bonding interface), and high heat flux levels and possible burnout of the coolant tubes are critical
constraints that severely limit component lifetime and therefore degrade reactor performance, safety and economics.
Recently developed computer models and simulation experiments are being used to evaluate various damage to PFCs
during the abnormal events. The design implications of plasma-facing and nearby components are discussed, and
recommendations are made to mitigate the effects of these events. © 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Damage to plasma-facing components (PFCs)
and structural materials due to plasma instabili-
ties in magnetic fusion reactors is one of the most
serious concerns for safe, successful, and reliable
reactor operation. Plasma instabilities can take
various forms such as hard disruptions, which
include both thermal and current quench, edge
localized modes (ELMs), and vertical dis-

placement events (VDEs). The intense energy de-
position (10–200 MJ m−2) in these events over a
short period (0.1–300 ms) may result in severe
surface and bulk effects. These include high ero-
sion losses of surface materials, high temperature
rise in the structural materials, and high heat flux
levels and possible burn-out of coolant tubes.

Recently developed comprehensive models have
been enhanced and used for comparison with
results of several simulation experiments to ana-
lyze and evaluate the thermal response and the
erosion damage of ITER PFCs resulting from
different plasma instabilities [1,2]. Models for ma-
terial thermal evolution and phase change, mag-
netohydrodynamics models for the developed
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vapor cloud above the surface, and models to
calculate resulting radiation, due to vapor heat-
ing, and its transport through the vapor cloud are
dynamically coupled in a self-consistent approach
to evaluate detailed time-dependent responses of
plasma-facing materials (PFMs). The extent of the
resulting damage to PFMs, structural materials,
and coolant channels depends mainly on the total
plasma energy deposited, deposition time, and
thickness and the type of armor material. During
the short disruption events (td51 ms), initially
evaporated material may significantly reduce fur-
ther PFM vaporization erosion. During longer
plasma instabilities, however, such as VDEs (td:
100–300 ms) no significant self-shielding is ex-
pected to occur and therefore serious erosion and
melting can occur. In addition, hydrodynamic
instabilities and other forces will further erode
melt-layers of metallic PFMs. The amount of
melt-layer erosion depends on many parameters
such as duration of melt layer in the liquid phase,
melt-layer thickness, magnitude and direction of
various existing forces, and other parameters. Re-
cent experiments on plasma disruption simulation
and on melt-layer erosion are evaluated in detail.
Longer plasma instabilities may also allow
enough time for the deposited plasma energy to
be conducted from the surface to the structural
material and finally to the coolant channels where
it can cause burnout. The analysis has been done
for the plasma parameters expected in ITER, for
different candidate surface materials such as
beryllium, carbon, and tungsten, and for heat sink
or structural materials such as copper. The design
implications of PFMs and nearby components
damage due to these instabilities are discussed and
recommendations are made to ensure the best
performance and longer lifetime of these
components.

2. Types of damage to PFCs from plasma
instabilities

Plasma instabilities such as hard disruptions,
ELMs and VDEs will cause both surface and bulk
damage to plasma-facing and structural materials.
Surface damage include high erosion losses due to

surface vaporization, spallation, and melt-layer
erosion. BuIk damage include large temperature
increases in structural materials and at the inter-
face between surface coatings and structural mate-
rials. These large temperature increases will cause
high thermal stresses, possible melting, and mate-
rial fatigue and failure. Other bulk effects of some
plasma instabilities, particularly those of longer
duration such as VDEs and those with deeper
deposited energy such as runaway electrons, can
cause high heat flux levels at the coolant channels,
which may cause burnout of these tubes [3].

In addition to these effects, the transport and
redeposition of the eroded surface materials from
vaporization, melt-layer splashing, and macro-
scopic particle emission to various locations on
plasma-facing and nearby components are of ma-
jor concern for plasma contamination, for safety
(dust inventory hazard), and for successful and
prolonged plasma operations following plasma
instability events [4]. A procedure to clean up the
dust and redeposited debris of the eroded materi-
als is just as important as the procedure to repair
the incurred damage on PFCs.

3. Surface erosion mechanisms

Models for surface vaporization, material
cracking and spallation, and liquid-metal ejection
of melt layers have been developed for various
erosion-causing mechanisms and implemented in
the comprehensive A*THERMAL-S and
SPLASH computer codes [5–7]. Below are brief
descriptions of various models and mechanisms
used to study surface erosion and predict compo-
nents’ lifetimes.

3.1. Erosion due to surface 6aporization

To evaluate the early response of PFCs to
plasma instabilities, the detailed physics of vari-
ous interaction stages of plasma particles with
target materials must be correctly modeled in
detail. Initially, the incident plasma particles of
the disrupting plasma will deposit their energy at
the surface of the target material. Models for
particle energy deposition and material thermal
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evolution were developed for multilayer structures
which include phase-change and surface-vaporiza-
tion models, moving boundaries, temperature-
dependent thermophysical properties, etc. Deposi-
tion at higher power will cause sudden and early
surface ablation of PFCs. As a result, a vapor
cloud of the surface material will quickly form
above the bombarded surface and in front of the
incoming plasma particles. Depending on many
parameters, such as incident plasma power, mag-
netic field structure, geometrical considerations,
vapor diffusion and motion, etc., the developed
vapor cloud may significantly shield the original
exposed areas from the incoming plasma particles
and therefore further reduce surface damage.

To calculate the efficiency of vapor-cloud
shielding in protecting plasma-facing materials
(PFMs), detailed physics of plasma/vapor interac-
tions have been modeled. The models include
plasma particle slowdown and energy deposition
in the expanding vapor, vapor heating, excitation,
and ionization and vapor-generated proton radia-
tion. The detailed vapor motion above the ex-
posed surface is calculated by solving the vapor
magnetohydrodynamic equations for conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy under the influ-
ence of a strong magnetic field [2]. A significant
part of the incident initial plasma kinetic energy is
quickly transformed into vapor-generated photon
radiation.

Finally, models for photon transport through-
out the expanding vapor cloud have been devel-
oped to calculate the net heat flux that is reaching
the original disruption surface of PFCs [7]. It is
this heat flux that will further determine most of
the response and the net erosion from surface
vaporization of PFCs during these instabilities.
The models include treatment for nonlocal ther-
modynamic equilibrium of the vapor-cloud-gener-
ated plasma, multigroup analysis (up to 4000
energy groups) of the produced photon spectra, as
well as self-consistent kinetic models for both
continuum and line radiation that also take into
account treatment of multi-dimensional radiation
transport, and advanced numerical techniques for
accurate calculation of radiation propagation in
the vapor cloud as well as in the condensed target
material.

The energy density deposited on the divertor
surface during a disruption can range from 10 to
200 MJ m−2. Fig. 1 shows tungsten solid/liquid/
vapor temperatures as a function of distance for
an incident plasma energy density of 10 MJ m−2

deposited in disruption times of 0.1 and 1 ms. A
magnetic field strength of 5 T with an incident
angle of 2° is assumed in this analysis. At the
shorter disruption, both the liquid/solid surface
and the vapor temperatures are higher than at the
longer disruption. A longer disruption time causes
the vapor to expand to greater distances above
the divertor surface and also causes the energy
flux at the divertor surface to diffuse deeper into
the bulk and produce a thicker melt layer. The
temperature of the hot region of the vapor-cloud
generated plasma can range from a few electron-
volts up to few tens of electronvolts, depending on
the target material and on the incident plasma
power density and particle kinetic energy. Signifi-
cant radiation can be emitted from the hot vapor-
front zones. In fact, in most high-energy
disruption cases, more than 80% of the incident
plasma energy is converted to photon radiation.
Depending on divertor design and configuration,
the expanding hot vapor and its radiation can
damage nearby components [8], particularly in
closed divertor configurations [9]. It is therefore
desirable that the vapor normal expansion be kept
to a minimum and that the design of the divertor
region not be of the closed type, in order to allow
the larger surface area to absorb the intense emit-
ted radiation.

The time evolution of the transmitted power to
the tungsten surface and the thickness of the
resulting vaporization during disruptions at two
energy densities (10 and 100 MJ m−2) are shown
in Fig. 2. The power transmitted to the original
surface is quickly and significantly reduced as
soon as surface vapor begins to accumulate and
form a cloud above the exposed surface area. This
process effectively shields the surface from the
direct deposition of plasma particles. Because of
the relatively low kinetic energy of the incident
plasma particles (EB20 keV), very little vapor is
needed to completely stop incoming particles, par-
ticularly when the vapor is heated [10]. The total
erosion depth due to surface vaporization is only
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Fig. 1. Tungsten target and vapor temperatures as a function of distance during a disruption.

a few micrometers, which is about one to two
orders of magnitude lower than it would be if no
vapor shielding was assumed [11]. Fig. 2 also
shows that increasing the power density by one
order of magnitude increases vaporization losses
by a factor of only about two because, at higher
incident plasma energy densities, the transmitted
energy flux to the surface is only slightly higher,
mainly due to the higher photon flux generated in
the vapor cloud. This higher energy flux that is
transmitted to the tungsten surface will slightly
increase the surface temperature and generate
more vapor, which then becomes more opaque to
the incoming higher radiation flux.

To compare erosion losses derived from only
surface vaporization models, recent experimental
data, from plasma gun devices, is analyzed using
carbon-based materials (CBMs), which do not
melt. Despite the large uncertainties in the
parameters of plasma gun devices, they are be-
lieved to be more suitable for simulating reactor
disruptions than are electron or laser beams [7].

Several laboratory experiments were performed to
study material erosion in plasma gun facilities
such as the PLADIS [12] at Sandia, the QSPA
[13] at TRINITI, and the VIKA [14] device at the
Efremov Institute. Most of these facilities can
generate a low-temperature plasma (TB1 keV)
with high energy flow of up to 30 MJ m−2

deposited in a pulsed duration of less than 1 ms.
Fig. 3 shows the calculated erosion rates of two
different CBMs (POCO and MPG-8 graphite),
from surface vaporization as a function of inci-
dent plasma energy density during the simulated
disruption, in comparison with experimental re-
sults from the PLADIS and VIKA plasma gun
devices. The dashed lines among the different sets
of data are for visual orientation. The differences
between the two plasma gun facilities may be due
to uncertainties in the deposited energy and diag-
nostic methods, sample type and composition,
and plasma-flow parameters. Agreement with
model predictions is better at lower energy densi-
ties. Other experimental data from laser, electron
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Fig. 2. Power transmitted to tungsten surface, and resulting vaporization thickness during a disruption.

beam, and plasma gun devices have shown much
higher graphite erosion rates. Models for other
than surface vaporization are being developed to
predict explosive and brittle-destruction erosion
of graphite [15]. The carbon surface vaporization
rate is slightly higher than the metallic surface
vaporization of beryllium and tungsten, as deter-
mined by the complex interplay of various mate-
rial properties and thermodynamics, vapor
magnetohydrodynamics, and detailed photon ra-

diation transport in vapor-cloud plasma [6]. How-
ever, because CBMs do not melt and can have
larger initial thickness, they may have much
longer lifetimes and/or fewer down-times for re-
pair than those of metallic components.

3.2. Melt-layer erosion mechanisms

Theoretical calculations have already shown
that surface vaporization losses of metallic PFMs
are small (only a few micrometers deep) over a
wide range of plasma conditions during the
shorter plasma instabilities (such as the hard dis-
ruptions shown in Fig. 2). This is due to the
self-shielding mechanism discussed above in which
the material’s own vapor stops and absorbs most
of the incoming plasma energy. The net energy
flux to the original disruption area is significantly
reduced to less than 5–10% of its initial value (see
Fig. 2), depending on target material and the
initial plasma energy flux. This reduced energy
flux is, however, large enough to cause significant
melting of metallic PFCs. The resulting melt-layer
thickness can be one to two orders of magnitude
higher than surface vaporization losses [6]. The
free surface of the melt layer, developed during a
disruption, is exposed to various forces such as

Fig. 3. Experimental data and current vaporization models for
carbon-based materials.
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electromagnetism, gravitation, mechanical vibra-
tion, plasma momentum, surface tension, and ab-
lation recoil. Several mechanisms can cause
melt-layer loss during the thermal quench phase
of the disruption [16]. These include melt splash-
ing from boiling of gas bubbles, splashing due to
absorption of plasma momentum, erosion from
hydrodynamic instabilities developed in the liquid
layer due to the tangential and perpendicular
forces acting on the free surface of the liquid,
erosion due to runoff of melt layers over the
structure, and erosion caused by mechanical vi-
bration of the machine during the disruption
event.

Among the different mechanisms that can cause
melt-layer erosion during plasma instabilities, two
have been demonstrated experimentally and stud-
ied theoretically in detail [17,18]. Contributing
significantly to melt layer erosion at high heat
loads is melt splashing due to the formation,
growth, and bursting of bubbles inside the liquid
layer. This results from the continuous heating
and overheating of the liquid layer during energy
deposition. Surface temperature of the liquid layer
will exceed the equilibrium vaporization tempera-
ture for periods of time during plasma/material
interaction, and this overheating will result in the
growth and the explosion or vaporization of the
volume bubbles as they reach the free surface, in
turn leading to ejection and loss of parts of the
melt layer. The amount and rate of melt-layer
erosion depend on many parameters, such as de-
gree of overheating, impurity and gas content,
material properties, and disrupting plasma
parameters. Preliminary analysis of the mi-
crostructure of the exposed metal surfaces in the
QSPA facility has clearly shown the formation of
volume bubbles at high densities [13]. This was
also shown for other materials such as B4C in the
VIKA plasma gun [19] and a tungsten sample in
the GOL-3 electron beam facility [20]. Traces of
melted aluminum metal droplets were found at
locations in the QSPA facility up to a few meters
from the aluminum target area.

A second mechanism in melt-layer erosion, also
demonstrated experimentally, is the development
and growth of hydrodynamic instabilities. Such
forces can occur during the thermal and current

quench phases of a disruption because of plasma
impact momentum (plasma wind) at the liquid
surface and from forces generated due to current
decay in the liquid metal layer. During the ther-
mal quench, part of the incident plasma momen-
tum is deposited in a thin surface layer; this will
accelerate the liquid metal in this layer to very
high velocities. As a result, hydrodynamic insta-
bilities such as the Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) in-
stability will arise and form liquid droplets that
will be carried away by the plasma wind. Careful
analysis of irradiated surfaces has demonstrated
that K–H instability may exist and act as a
melt-layer erosion mechanism. Near the central
areas of the irradiated targets, where the velocity
of the incident plasma stream along the sample
surface is close to zero, one can clearly see the
volume bubbles. Near and outside the sample
peripheral areas, however, one can see liquid
droplets with long tracks formed because of the
high plasma stream velocity; this may suggest the
existence of K–H instability [13]. These droplets
will be transported by the plasma wind, whose
highest velocities are along the edges of the sam-
ple surface because of the changing plasma flow
around the more intense central vapor cloud.

3.3. Theoretical predictions of melt-layer erosion

Improved numerical models have been imple-
mented in detail in the SPLASH code to study
dynamic erosion of the evolving melt layer due to
various mechanisms and different existing forces.
This code is coupled with the A*THERMAL-S
code, which calculates the details of plasma/vapor
interaction, in order to accurately predict melt-
layer evolution, time-dependent melt erosion, and
the interaction with the developing vapor cloud
above the liquid surface during intense energy
deposition. The analysis presented in this work is
devoted to the study of melt-layer erosion due to
bubble vaporization and K–H hydrodynamic in-
stability to help explain the experimental results.

To correctly simulate melt-layer erosion, a four-
moving-boundaries problem is solved [18]. The
front of the vapor cloud, generated from the
initial plasma energy deposition, is one moving
boundary determined from the solution of vapor
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Fig. 4. Aluminum erosion depth in different gun experiments
and current model predictions; beryllium depth from PLADIS
plasma gun also shown.

ments usually yield an erosion depth that is shal-
lower by a factor of about 3–5 than the
maximum depth recorded by surface profilometry,
due to factors such as gun beam profile, melt-
layer movement, and possible redeposited mate-
rial (particularly near sample edges) [14]. At high
plasma energy densities (\10 MJ m−2), the aver-
age eroded thickness is much higher than the
predicted thickness from only surface vaporiza-
tion. In fact, at the higher energies the eroded
thickness can significantly exceed the sum of both
the calculated surface vaporization and the sta-
tionary melt layer thickness and in most cases the
net thickness eroded is more than two to three
times that of the stationary melt-layer thickness.
The stationary thickness is defined as the resulting
melt-layer depth if no movement of the melt layer
is assumed. This implies that the evolving melt
layer is lost while it is being developed. Other
plasma gun facilities have yielded even higher
aluminum erosion thicknesses (\200 mm) at a
much lower energy density (E:3×3 MJ m−2)
deposited within 100 ms [22]. Such differences
among various plasma gun facilities can be at-
tributed to the many uncertainties in energy cali-
bration and diagnostic methods, mass loss versus
surface profilometry of exposed samples, sample
geometry, the incident plasma dynamic pressure,
and plasma particle kinetic energy.

The models of melt-layer erosion mechanisms
are generally in good agreement with the experi-
mental data but slightly underestimate the average
eroded depth at the higher energy densities of the
QSPA facility. This may suggest additional ero-
sion mechanisms such as that due to nonuniform
incident plasma dynamic pressure [14]. Another
possible melt-layer erosion mechanism, imple-
mented in the SPLASH code but not included in
this study, is Raleigh-Taylor hydrodynamic insta-
bility due to inertial forces from the acceleration
of the melt front at the solid/liquid interface. The
relative contributions of the various erosion
mechanisms depend on the magnitude of incident
plasma momentum, degree of liquid overheating,
liquid metal properties, geometrical effects, etc.
Melt-layer erosion of heavier materials such as
copper, for example, is lower by a factor of :3
than aluminum erosion under similar irradiation

hydrodynamic equations. The second moving
boundary due to surface vaporization of the
target is calculated from target thermodynamics.
Immediately following the surface vaporization
front is a third moving boundary due to the melt
layer splashing front. Finally, the fourth moving
boundary is the liquid/solid interface, which fur-
ther determines the new thickness of the melt
layer. These moving boundaries are interdepen-
dent, and a self-consistent solution must link them
dynamically and simultaneously. It is the third
moving boundary (the liquid splashing front),
however, that determines the extent of metallic
PFC erosion and lifetime due to plasma
instabilities.

Additional laboratory experiments in the
plasma gun facilities of PLADIS, QSPA, and the
VIKA device were also performed to study melt-
layer erosion. Most results from these facilities
have demonstrated significant losses and erosion
of the developed melt layers of metallic targets.
Fig. 4 shows the eroded thickness of aluminum
targets derived from mass-loss measurements as a
function of the incident plasma energy density at
these plasma gun facilities, in comparison to
model predictions from the A*THERMAL-S and
SPLASH computer codes. Also shown is the only
Be-eroded depth data obtained from the PLADIS
plasma gun at 100 ms [21]. The mass-loss measure-
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conditions of the QSPA facility. This is explained
by the modeling simulation as having two main
causes. The first is the required higher energy to
remove the volume bubbles and the associated
heavier liquid droplets. The second is the lower
splashing velocity from K–H instability, again
because of the higher density effect that requires
more energy to liberate the liquid droplets. Melt-
layer erosion of much heavier materials such as
tungsten, however, was shown to be very low in
plasma gun experiments [14,21]. This may have
several causes, such as the much higher fraction of
the incident plasma-energy reflected from the
heavier target surface due to the very low kinetic
energy of incident plasma particles.

The anticipated disruption lifetime performance
of a metallic PFM such as beryllium is shown in
Fig. 5. The maximum number of tolerated disrup-
tions is shown as a function of the disruption time
for incident plasma energy density of 10 MJ m−2.
The initial thickness of the beryllium component
is assumed to be 5 mm of which 50% is assumed
to be sacrificed to disruption erosion. The lifetime
is shown for erosion losses due to vaporization
only, vaporization and melting, and vaporization
with twice the stationary melting thickness. Tung-
sten disruption lifetime is somewhat similar to
that of beryllium. Larger initial thickness of
PFMs will increase erosion lifetime. The maxi-
mum initial thickness is, however, limited by the
maximum allowable surface temperature which

depends on normal operating conditions as well
as material constraints. Longer disruption times
and higher energy densities usually result in
thicker melt layers. This could even lead to fur-
ther reduction in disruption lifetime. Significant
losses of melt layers can reduce PFC disruption
lifetime to only a few disruptions. This clearly
shows the significant disadvantage of using metal-
lic components for plasma-facing and nearby
components. Therefore, metallic PFCs are not
recommended at or near locations where intense
and frequent disruptions may occur. However,
damaged metallic PFCs are easier to repair in situ
and are more resistant to neutron damage. Fur-
ther analyses are required for more accurate as-
sessment of melt-layer erosion in ITER-relevant
conditions.

4. Effects of longer plasma instabilities

Although thermal-quench disruptions have no
significant thermal effects on structural materials
and coolant channels, VDEs, in addition to caus-
ing severe surface melting and erosion, can result
in substantial damage to these components [3].
Because of the longer deposition time of VDEs
(100–300 ms), much of the plasma incident en-
ergy will be conducted through the surface coat-
ing material onto the copper structural material
and finally to the coolant channels. One concern
is the higher temperature observed in the struc-
tural material, particularly at the interface with
the coating materials. Higher temperatures cause
high thermal stresses in the structure and seriously
degrade the integrity of the interface bonding
because of thermal diffusion and formation of
intermetallic compounds, which may lead to de-
tachment of the coating from the structural mate-
rial. Fig. 6 shows the temperature of a copper
surface at its interface with tungsten or beryllium
coatings of 5-mm thickness or with 20-mm-thick
carbon tiles over the 5-mm copper substrate dur-
ing a typical VDE. Surface coating and tile thick-
ness are determined by the surface temperature
limitations during normal operation. For ITER
conditions, the thickness of beryllium or tungsten
divertor targets is usually less than 10 mm. Thin-

Fig. 5. Maximum tolerated number of disruptions in beryl-
lium, based on models and experimental results.
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Fig. 6. Rise in copper surface temperature of carbon-, beryl-
lium-, and tungsten-coated copper substrates during a VDE.

withstand the acceptable temperature rise in the
copper structure for the conditions shown.

The heat conducted through the structural ma-
terial will eventually reach the coolant channels.
Fig. 7 shows heat flux to the water coolant from
beryllium, tungsten, and carbon coatings and tiles
on the copper structure. Similar results to this
work were also predicted [23]. Again, in the case
of tungsten, the heat flux is so high that it can
exceed the critical value and last up to a few
seconds, causing burnout of the coolant channels.

Carbon tile thickness of 20 mm or more will
reduce both the interface copper surface tempera-
ture and the heat flux to the coolant to accept-
able limits. The reason for this reduction is that
thicker coatings usually result in higher surface
temperatures before and during VDEs and dis-
ruptions that may be acceptable for CBMs. This
tends to increase surface erosion from vaporiza-
tion during these events. Therefore, more incident
plasma energy is removed by the hotter surface,
leaving less incident energy to be conducted to
the structure and to the coolant over a longer
period because of the thicker coating. In these
calculations, the initial value of the heat flux
during normal operation, prior to VDEs and dis-
ruptions, is assumed in these calculations to be 5
MW m−2. A VDE may also occur on the limiter
surface prior to normal operations, i.e. during
start-up with lower heat flux values. This will
slightly reduce the effects of VDEs in erosion of
surface-coating materials, temperature rise in
structural materials, and heat fluxes to coolant
channels [3].

5. Conclusions

Various effects of plasma/material interactions
during plasma instabilities such as disruptions
and VDEs have been studied with a comprehen-
sive dynamic model that integrates in fine detail
the structure’s thermal evolution, physics of
plasma/vapor interactions, magnetohydrodynam-
ics, and photon radiation transport of multilayer
structures. Various plasma instabilities result in

ner coatings are also desirable because of cost,
safety, and concern about plasma contamination.
Tungsten and carbon coatings of similar thick-
nesses usually result in similar and higher copper
surface temperature than that of a beryllium
coating because most of the incident plasma en-
ergy is removed by the beryllium’s higher surface
vaporization rate, which leaves little energy to be
conducted through the structural material [3]. In
the case of a 5-mm-thick tungsten coating, the
copper surface interface actually melts. Only
beryllium coatings of reasonable thickness (B5–
10 mm) or very thick carbon tiles (\20 mm) can

Fig. 7. Heat flux to coolant of carbon-, beryllium-, or tung-
sten-coated copper structure during a VDE.
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different damage to PFMs and structural materi-
als. Theoretical predictions of A*THERMAL-S
and SPLASH codes are generally in good agree-
ment with the experimental results. Carbon-
based materials may be preferred to metallic
materials in PFCs, from the standpoint of dis-
ruption-caused erosion. Thicker carbon tiles may
also be favored as a PFM to reduce VDE ero-
sion and plasma contamination and to mitigate
various thermal effects because carbon is a
lower-atomic-number material and does not melt.
However, carbon has several serious disadvan-
tages, such as high explosive erosion at high en-
ergy densities, large tritium inventory due to
codeposition, high chemical sputtering, radiation-
enhanced sublimation, and low resistance to neu-
tron damage. More-detailed modeling and more
reactor-relevant simulation experiments are re-
quired before a final recommendation is made
toward the selection of PFMs. In general, plasma
instabilities must be avoided or sharply mini-
mized. In addition, the effects of redeposited de-
bris from the eroded materials on plasma
contamination and on subsequent reactor opera-
tions must be studied further.
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